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 Ego is not pride [itself a questionable trait of humanity having its root in the 

Dark] 

 Ego is not glamor, opulence, superiority, or wisdom; On the contrary it is your 

inner child, a highly sensitive, irrational, unintuitive, toddler with extreme 

sense of insecurity, personal weakness, lack of experience, or wisdom that will 

breaks down at a drop of a hat, crying and throwing temper tantrums, alerting 

you of its perceived outside danger, and compelling you to respond to the 

supposed outside stimulus or stimuli by you taking action in order to remedy 

the said mainly contrived external ‘danger.’ 

 Ego is the inner child within that constantly seeks attention, to be pampered 

and listened to and often presumes haughty to be able to give you advice and 

new directions for you to act upon. 

 The truth of matter is that it is nothing more than an alarm clock bestowed 

upon us by our Creator to watch out for us so we are not subject to abuse, by 

unpleasantly ringing within us with disconcerting cries of discomfort and 

insecurity; and nothing else. 

 It is, in fact, easily toiled with and put into self-serving manipulation by the 

Dark energies readily available in our realm of duality, the lower consciousness 

paradigm of our present existence [up to 4th dimension], at least physically. 

 It is not to be consulted, indulged with, or not even attended to; except for the 

possible graceful presence of acknowledgment of the sound of alarm that it 

intends to awaken you of regarding its perceived external surroundings. 

 Ego is neither a guru nor a sentient form of existence. It has no consciousness 

of its own, neither it is privy to accessing yours. It has no acquired wisdom 

through experimentation and learning in this or other lifetimes of your 

existence to retrieve from. It is not multi-dimensional to be able to call up or 

log on to the cosmos whatsoever. 



 It is indigenous to 3-dimensional paradigm of duality only, which is further and 

readily stimulated by the condition of bondage enriched with negative 

energies under which we currently live in. 

 Upon ascension to the 5th dimensional or higher realms of consciousness with 

their higher vibration rates we will not have any need for the existence of ego 

within us. For this reason it shall be purged from our emotional bodies forever 

or until the time we would choose reincarnating within third dimensionality!  

 Therefore, it has nothing to offer you in terms of knowledge or acumen.  

 In fact, if you do not adequately discipline its tantrums it will soon become an 

instrument of the dark coercing you into accepting all sorts of Dark pitfalls 

such as insecurity, anger, conflict, and even violence. 

 And it is through such dark mechanisms that it induces you to take up a 

defensive posture regarding otherwise silly and insignificant stimuli which are 

met with mobilization and make you portray yourself as confrontational and 

engaging to others.  

 Soon you find yourself in an atmosphere of conflict and futile verbal discourse. 

After a short time, there is no going back. The very same impetus that dragged 

you to such unfortunate circumstances finds or manufactures enough fuel to 

augment the fire of skirmish, at the same time claiming righteousness and 

illusion of being prevailed. 

 Ego is often the catalyst for accumulating karma and unresolved sensations 

within the emotional body which can even transfer from lifetime to lifetime.  

 It is the main cause of DNA/RNA damage through imposition of memory 

implants which are extremely difficult to clear and therefore cleans the 

emotional body. 

 Often when the unresolved issues are confronted, the person has gone 

through amnesia, forgetting the details of the problems to be resolved.  

 These are the deeply regressed emotions that are not unlike ‘curses’ that 

haunt the soul in a sequence of lifetime of reincarnations, one after another. 

 The idea is to ‘resolve’ and not accumulate such embedded heavy and dark 

emotions that need to be cleansed from the emotional body before a soul has 

the slightest chance to ascend to higher dimensional planes of existence (5th 



and higher) which we commonly refer to as the ‘heaven.’ Otherwise it is a 

journey back to 3-dimensional reality and the realm of pure physical existence, 

again and again until the soul properly learns its lessons through 

experimentation and re-experiencing the same mundane life and reality.   

 And living in the 3D is not fun. First of all it is riddled with duality, in which 

both Light and Dark energies coexist. It is the domicile of Lucifer, one who is 

the catalyst for all evil and negativities. If you join him, he rewards you with 

riches and lust at the expense of making a slave out of you, and plunges you so 

deep in the Dark energies which drastically diminishes your consciousness that 

takes eons of benevolent Light work to recover you from the damages that 

Dark has ingrained within you.  

 Such a choice is of course not a consideration for us as we are all beings of 

LIGHT. We all originate from the high heaven initially (11th dimension). We are 

not comfortable by the paradigm of Dark living as it goes against the very 

fabric of our existence. We find their practices to be diabolic and extremely 

cruel, and we are neither conditioned nor inherently prone to accept such 

treatments.  

 The second form that the Dark influences our life is through Dark energies that 

have a tendency to appeal to our vanity which resides towards the other side 

of our spectrum of polarity. As the crown jewel of creation in the Universe, we 

have the most extreme range of emotional tendencies, unlike any other form 

of sentience in the Universe.  

 Although we are beings of Light, we are here on Earth to get a lesson in duality 

and in learning how to cope with the Dark energies. This is actually the third 

time around for humanity to participate in the ‘Grand Experiment’ of ‘Polarity 

Integration’ in the Universe. The first occurred in the Vega System in the 

Constellation of Lyra which met with disaster leading to annihilation of the 

‘First Earth.’ The second Grand Experiment was conducted in the Pleiades in 

the Seven Sisters Cluster which also met with catastrophe and destruction of 

not only the ‘Second Earth; [both of these planets were actually called 

“Avyone,” named after the creators of the human vessel], but also Sirius A  

and many other planets then inhabited by our human ancestors.  



 We are currently in the 3rd Grand Experiment. Apart from vacillating slightly to 

the Dark here and there, we have not succumbed to the temptation of falling 

prey to the Dark. Apart from a minute fraction of our human civilizations who 

have sold their proverbial soul to the devil, and they are currently openly 

enslaved by the Dark Cabal/Illuminati, all other humans, no matter how 

misguided and superstitious they may appear to be, they are still within the 

Light. And, this is not their fault as they have been lied to, misinformed, 

manipulated, and controlled by the Dark Cabal for the past 13,000 years, after 

the demise of Atlantis.  

 Anyway, getting back to the main topic at hand, which is ego and its catalytic 

role in attracting the dark, care has to be taken as to totally expurgate its 

influence in decision making and such endeavors as its inclusion will only lead 

to separation and self-destruction. The securities that lurk within are the result 

of annexation of ego within the mental body. With recognizing its triviality, 

one can exercise rationality, or better yet, intuitiveness, that can lead to self-

confidence, self-respect, empowerment, and resolution respectively. And 

resolution serves to reduce the burden of carrying ‘excess baggage’ for this or 

future lifetimes. We have come a long way during the past 13 millennia 

learning from duality with repeated personal experimentation that karma and 

accumulation of Dark energy is not wise and only leads to deterioration of 

health and loss of precious divine energy bestowed upon us by our very 

benevolent Creator. In fact, if you examine the very essence of ‘life’ and 

‘consciousness’ you will find we are all ‘alive’ thanks to the inpouring of divine 

Light energies upon our planet by our conscious sun and by our even higher 

conscious central sun and by such celestial ‘life’ keepers such as Alcyone in 

Pleiades, etc. We are to preserve and be guardians of our divine energies 

within our chakras and our auric system.  

 It is through such negative tendencies mostly created or exasperated by our 

ego that we attract negative energies to us. The Universal law of attraction 

states that like energies (or vibration frequencies) attract (or resonate with) 

one another while contrasting energies repel one another. When you submit 

to your ego, you begin to ‘allow’ the inflow of dark energies within you. 



These energies are dissipative from the point of view of the Light and are 

vampiric in nature that ‘feed’ the Dark. The Dark entities are deprived of divine 

Light energies. They cannot receive the Light energies, which are essential for 

continuation of life and consciousness. Therefore, they project through their 

thought Dark energies that if allowed, bombard a sentient being of Light and 

act as a source of attraction devouring our much needed Light energies.  

 The Light being is gifted with the power of creation through thought and 

emotions. If you think about something you would wish to see manifest, you 

announce your desire to the cosmos, provided that such thought is met with a 

positive response of the sentient ‘collective’ that share the same reality or 

lifetime with you, you can definitely be assured that such a reality manifest 

itself for you. This has a proviso that first of all you must be 100% assured 

about your vision without the slightest possibility of doubt. Secondly, your 

desire must not be such as to cause harm to any other soul, and must have 

within it the intention of GOOD FOR ALL. Thirdly, it must not be of selfish, self-

serving, self-indulging nature dictated by concepts of profiteering and 

manipulation as to serve only the One, you. With practice and with experience 

one gets ‘credit’ within the cosmos, which determines how soon a particular 

thought or desire comes to reality. Archangel Metatron, who is the Lord of 

Light, and oversees the creation of ALL THAT THERE IS, who is second only to 

God, as well as other prominent deities say that it only takes 144,000 souls 

who resonate together to create a parallel dimension of reality to experience 

their lifetimes together.   

 Although mankind is gifted with the talent of creation through projection of 

thoughts, it is the ‘collective’ that ensures the manifestation of an outcome or 

the entire reality. Nothing is set in the stone by God. All that there is, is pre-

created by God; there is a myriad of probabilities that are set into motion by 

you. When you resort to negativity and venture in doubt, skepticism, dark 

interpretation or whatever that may be proven to be the incipient point and 

the reagent for creating conflict, you begin on a path of self-destruction that 

adds to your karma and unresolved issues within your emotional body which 

gives away your precious divine life energies by creating auric bleeding.  



 Furthermore, it makes your otherwise perfect chakric and energetic system 

out of balance which is the very same cause for disease. It drives your certain 

local biological cells to get totally out of sequence and disharmonious which 

not only causes pain and discomfort; but also reduces the longevity of your 

present physical existence. In many cases, this un-seemingly important 

phenomenon of lack of energetic synchronization causes cancerous cells and 

other problems within the physical body. And, as it was said before, karma 

recodes and damages your RNA/DNA.  

 So, it is all up to you. You create your reality. You are the boss. You are the 

only one that can do it. God has bestowed the gift of thoughts and emotions 

on to you which are the required constituents for creation. He/She does not 

interfere with you beyond that.  

 God does not condone judgment. He/She has set up the Universe in such a 

perfect way that there is no need for ‘Judgment Day’ or punishment. He/ She 

bestowed upon you a sense of conscience, which is the GODSPARK within you. 

All you ever need in the cosmos for eons of time to come are already WITHIN 

you. All you need is to consult your HIGHERSELF, which resides in the seat of 

your conscience. It carries the knowledge, the experiences, and the 

consciousness of all that you have ever been in this lifetime, from all your 

incarnations, and much more. You are only a very small aspect of YOU 

resonating in the lowest harmonic universe HU1. There are other ‘aspects’ of 

YOU who are simultaneously living within the very harmonic universe you live 

in, as well as other ‘expressions’ of YOU vibrating in and out of existence in 

higher harmonic universes resonating at much higher natural frequencies of 

existence.  

 So do not be small-minded. Do not listen to the temper tantrum of a small 

insecure inner child. Ego only exists in lower dimensions. It is eradicated in 

higher dimensions as there is no need for its existence. There is no 

competition, no insecurity, no anger, no fear, and no perceived illusionary 

need for ‘survival.’ There is no conflict. There is only compassion and 

unconditional love, the very neutralizer of fear, anger, and hatred. It is through 

compassion that fear of competition and supremacy is transmuted.  In 



contrast, it accentuates cooperation, Oneness, harmony, and synchronization. 

It entices the formation of a ‘collective’ of individuals resonating with one 

another in harmony. What transpires is individuality, but within a collective 

that ‘shares’ its findings readily and candidly, adding to the strength and 

power of the whole.   

 Judgment is the very one thing that God asks you to refrain from as He/She 

does not do. Judgment is often another source for inviting the Dark into your 

life experience. It germinates a source of insecurity within you, which in turn 

leads you to defensiveness, conflict and eventual unhappiness.  When the 

Almighty abstains from judgment and leaves the task to one’s conscience, why 

do we seek to be judgmental? Is it the intention of clearing old unresolved 

issues that propel us to such unsound undertaking? If yes, it is commendable 

that we finally embark on such endeavor; however, is there a better, more 

direct, sound, compassionate way that we can resort to which will culminated 

in a proper cleansing more in line with what is ordained by the Almighty? It 

needs to be emphasized that it is only positive cleansing according to the 

principles of Light that is effective for clearing the emotional body from 

embedded anger and discord. Otherwise, regurgitation of the same without 

compassionate intent for cleansing of the emotional body only leads to further 

congregation of unresolved debris, which is futile if not more self-destructive. 

 The decree of the Almighty God regarding judgment can simply be 

annunciated through the statement ‘Judge no one as you would have them 

judge thyself.’ We are all far from ‘holy’ and ‘perfect’ for judging others. In 

fact, if we had been exalted to such ranks of holiness we would realize that 

compassion is the key to harmony and bliss and not judgment! It is the very 

same thing that makes people insecure, even if it is not clearly pronounced in 

words and only insinuated through gesture, body language, or inference. 

 In conclusion, as I read the recent or older emails I see that there have not 

been any ambiguities in methodology to resolve our inheritance issue. In fact, 

it seems as if ALL agree with the same thing, mainly: 

1. We do not want it to be wasted. 



2. We all have grave respect for our parents who did their best to leave 

something for us. 

3. We are concerned about timing as to not get prolonged. 

4. We do not want to pay much (or any) money upfront. 

5. We rather keep the contingency fee as low as possible.  

6. Personally, I feel even 20% is excessive. However, we must go along with 

what we can. 

 Under the circumstances, I believe we should not let our sister fall into 

separation. I am sure we all respect her for her desire for solitude, self-

reflection, meditations, or whatever the case may be. However, it is her divine 

right to participate in these proceedings and to reap the benefit of her just 

inheritance. So I would like to ask her to withdraw her statement that she 

wishes her inheritance to go to Mahmood [although she seems to have a lot of 

respect for him] or Faezeh, or anyone else. This is my decision. So be it! 
 


